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Before Arthur got glasses, Arthur had a headache.
Arthur needed to hold his book near his face.

Arthur could not see the chalk board. Francine had to read to Arthur.
Francine got every question correct. Arthur did not get every question correct.
No one wanted to play with Arthur because he could not see.
Arthur went to the eye doctor. Arthur needs glasses.
Arthur tried on many pairs of glasses. Arthur chose the glasses he liked best.
Arthur could see clearly!
Arthur’s friends made fun of his glasses. None of Arthur’s friends wore glasses.
No one in Arthur's family wore glasses. Arthur was sad.
Arthur did not care if he could see. Arthur did not want to feel sad. Arthur tried to lose his glasses.
Arthur put his glasses in the laundry. Arthur’s mom found Arthur’s glasses.
Arthur did not wear his glasses at school. Arthur told his teacher he forgot his glasses at home.
Arthur could not see without his glasses. Arthur had to count the doors to get to the bathroom.
Arthur opened the door. Francine was talking.
Francine said, "Get out of the girls bathroom."

Adapted from the original text, *Arthur’s Eyes*, written by Marc Brown.
Arthur looked for the door.

The girls were yelling at him.
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People were gathering in the hall. Arthur was upset.
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Arthur's teacher asked Arthur why Arthur will not wear glasses.
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Arthur’s teacher wears glasses. Arthur was surprised. Arthur feels better.
Arthur puts on glasses.
Later, Arthur reads questions on the board and answers them right.
The next morning Francine is wearing glasses. Francine says they make her beautiful.
Later, a photographer takes a class picture.
Arthur and Francine both wear their glasses in the picture.
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The End
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